
CLENCHWARTON PRIMARY SCHOOL

Year 5
Homework Challenge Autumn 1 2023

We would like children to select at least one of the homework challenges below for this term,
however children can do as many as they wish. This will continue to be run alongside the regular
reading, spelling, Maths and English homework that are set.

French - Salut Gustave!

Create a description of a

character!

Choose a book or film character

then write a brief description of

them. You could include their

age, hair colour, family and

likes/dislikes!

Science – The Human Body

Measure your Heart Rate!

Measure your resting heart rate

then create a list of some

physical activities which you

intend to do for 1 minute (e.g.

star jumps, running on the spot,

throwing and catching).

Then answer these questions:

Which activity raised your heart

rate the most? Which activity

was physically more challenging?

What do you notice when you

exercise? Why does your heart

rate increase when exercising?

Art and DT – Islamic Art and

Architecture

Create a Geometric design!

Take inspiration from patterns in

nature, online images or use

your imagination to create a

geometric design tile.

History – Baghdad 900 CE

Design your own city!

If YOU had the chance to design

a city…What would it look like?

Consider: shapes, colours,

buildings, accommodation,

transport.

What are your reasons for

choosing these?

P.E - Athletics

Make an Obstacle Course!

Be as creative as you like to

create an obstacle course! You

could even get your family

involved too!

R.E - Islam

Research the Qur’an.

Find out some interesting facts

about The Islamic Holy Book.

The above menu details a range of work for the subjects that your child will cover this term.
Please take a photograph of your homework challenge and upload it to ClassDojo in the portfolio named ‘Autumn 1

Homework Challenge’. We will share the homework challenges at the end of term and celebrate our achievements.

Thank you, Mrs Howells


